TC JM Family Cenacle Format (3MF-SC)
(version: July 26, 2022, Feast of Our Lady of Faith)
Estimated Time
(# of minutes)
35

1.

3-in-1 TC JM NOVENA (TC JM, Holy Rosary, Divine Mercy Chaplet)

20

2.

MENTAL PRAYER

- Pray the Prayers Before & After Mental Prayer on Book 1- The Cities of
Mary, p. 78.
- Someone reads from the MENTAL PRAYER GUIDE. Pause after each part
so the reader and the rest can do their mental prayer.
- In your mind and heart, talk to Jesus or God the Father or the Holy Spirit
or Mama Mary about the topic being read. Like a little child, listen to how
God or Mama Mary wants you to apply it in your life.

3.
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10

- Individual sharing – on what touched you in the mental prayer
- Family Resolution – Decide what the family can do this week as a result
of what was shared.
- Family Apostolate – Ask each one: what did you do last week to bring
people to Jesus?
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FAMILY SHARING

4.

SHINE JESUS SHINE & LOVE OFFERING

- Shine Jesus Shine video song is available in youtube. If you don’t have,
you can sing one song to Jesus like:
“Give Thanks” by Don Moen
“Lord, I offer my life to You” by Don Moen
“O Sacred Heart” (youtube)
- Love offering while song is being sung.
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5.

CLOSING PRAYER: Glory Be prayer or your own words.

95 mins.
(1 ½ hrs.)
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OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
PROTECTION FROM SATAN:
Everyday sprinkle every corner of the walls of your home, and entrance/exit doors
with holy water to protect you from Satan & his devils. Once when desired,
sprinkle also small amounts of holy salt. If you wish, you can start with the Prayer
to Take Authority before a crucifix and pray one or more Hail Marys as you go
around your home to sprinkle the holy water.
Always have in your person a scapular/medal of Mt. Carmel, Benedictine medal &
rosary beads or bracelet.
HOW TO PRAY the 3-in-1 TCJM Novena:
TCJM - Do not pray it mechanically but really mean what you say.
HOLY ROSARY & DIVINE MERCY CHAPLET: So that everyone in the family learns to
pray the Holy Rosary & Divine Mercy Chaplet, let a different family member lead
every decade. Pause 3 seconds after saying the name of the mystery of the Rosary
to facilitate contemplating the mystery while praying the Hail Marys.
The leader for every decade should always pray the “Hail Mary…” and the rest
answers with the “Holy Mary…”.
If you alternate this, as usually done (eg. the rest pray “Hail Mary...” and the
leader prays “Holy Mary...”), it is confusing and difficult for family members to
learn how to pray the Rosary & Divine Mercy Chaplet.
LOVE OFFERING to finance the family’s apostolate.
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MENTAL PRAYER GUIDE
- Use the following readings from “The Cities of Mary” book during TC JM Family Cenacle
mental prayer. You may use Bible passages too.
- Daily mental prayer is encouraged.
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